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Recently it has come to our attention that some enemies of JoS have been trying to
mostly unsuccessfully hack in to the JoS and user accounts.

These accounts and passes would be from 2020, so if you registered in 2021 or 2022,
this does not concern you. But it's a good idea to do this anyway.

They do not have the passwords, but certain encrypted files they got could result in
them getting something, with a very low percent of possibility. No matter what we are
always transparent and I decided to let everyone know of this.

For that reason, we have set a 15 days baseline on which all users must change their
passwords from now on. The platform will automatically ask for this change.

If other problems exist, you can simply use the regular password retrieval process. If
you encounter problems, mail at cobra.army.666@protonmail.com.

This is to protect your accounts and keep everything safe from user accounts.

You can change slightly, but you must change it. If you save this in your browser, then
it will update automatically every time you change this by you pressing "update". If
before the end of 2020 and you still have the same password, change to something
else entirely.

Generally, the enemy is like vermin. They do not recognize the rights of people to hold
any  belief  they  do  not  agree  with.  Any  rights  created  for  human  beings  are  not
recognized for them in anyway.

Like vermin, they will try everything in their power to stop humanity from growing and
advancing, forcing everyone to conform to their lizard paradigm.

They were able to get some forum based info from 2020 [The enemy had opened the
backdoor for them to do that back then, everyone remembers that certain individuals
were removed and these facilitated this].

After  the  2019-2020  attacks  against  the  JoS  which  were  focused  literally  on  its
extinction, the situation has become very serious.

Whether or not a company we used to be on was also bribed or tried to facilitate this
hack, is unknown. We have long moved from these, yet this goes on to show.
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One has seen how even banks and other institutions behave only because jews whine
or are their members. They do not treat anything societal or business related as a
business, never did. It's all part of an agenda to attack their enemies with.

We try to be totally an open forum, and at the same time be secure, against an enemy
with like infinite resources and many idiots. That's not easy, but it's clearly feasible.

As the enemy has infinite resources, we try to do our best and constantly improve our
platform.

We will solve this by making mass moves about our infrastructure.

We do not have the unlimited resources they have, but we can as a community if we
decide, collectively take care of things.

Since 2020, they have been hitting walls. As they hit walls, they also get more insane.

We constantly recommend people to use proxies or VPN or Tor to get into the forum,
for safety reasons if you are an active member.

The reality of the subject is that in 90% of cases, the enemy cannot do anything at all,
besides maybe harass people and as we know "mass surveillance". There is no way
around this on the internet.

We are doing everything we can, but the internet itself by design is like that.

No matter what we can or cannot do [we try our earnest], if you go around, share your
personal information, invite kikes in your house, or who knows what - we can only do
that much. In the last years alone, I have reiterated these points again and again.

On the other hand, even with "available"  information the average user leaks,  they
cannot really do anything. But they survey everyone like lunatics.

That  doesn't  mean they can do anything,  but  they are doing this  for  their  psycho
reasons.

The good news is that after 2020, the Forums and sites have been largely immune
and we have been making it through with almost no downtime, no attacks passing,
everything is sailing forward. We are also working on the back end to keep things
safe.

In  the  close  future,  we  will  take  more  and  more  steps  to  ensure  user  security,
anonymity and privacy. But this is gradual, not everything can be done at once.

No matter what we do, you have to also protect your own self as explained above.



They also chose on Samhain to try to troll with this attack. I guess at this Samhain
Rabbi Zuccerborg went bankrupt which is more damage. Too bad.

This battle against us is on the enemy's leverage and unjust as the enemy has both
infinite resources, and many people who do nothing besides trying to pretend they are
"Good" by attacking the "Evil" people who want to meditate or advance spiritually and
so on.

The fact that we are winning and progressing is a miracle in itself, and they know it. It
makes them really bitter and furious, but not much that they can do at this point.

The Truth is out there, as it's drawing to an ending for them, it begins for our side.

Lastly, those specifically responsible for this will pay a price that is fitting for anyone
who tried to act against Satan's Temple and Satan's people.

We go forward and we get stronger and stronger.
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